Supplies:
- Stamp sets: Well Dressed (152300) – may only be earned, free, with a qualifying purchase March 3-31, 2020, Outdoor Barbecue (151553)
- Cardstock and Paper: Blueberry Bushel* (146968), Pineapple Punch* (146971), Thick Whisper White (140272), Whisper White (100730)
- Ink: Blueberry Bushel* (147138)
- Coloring Tools: Stampin’ Blends Pineapple Punch* Dark (147030)
- Miscellaneous: 1/8" Grosgrain Ribbon Blueberry Bushel (146950) and Pineapple Punch (146953), Solid Baker’s Twine Whisper White (124262), Noble Peacock Rhinestones (149494), Clear Block E (118484), Clear Block A (118487), Paper Trimmer (152392), SNAIL Adhesive (104332), Mini Glue Dots (103683), Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), Bone Folder (102300), Paper Snips (103579)

*Color retiring June 2, 2020 or while supplies last

Instructions:
1. Align tie, umbrella, watch, keys, and pen images on Clear Block E. With Blueberry Bushel ink, stamp larger Whisper White piece to create a background. Color in shirt collar, umbrella

Measurements:
- Thick Whisper White card base: 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”, scored at 4-1/4” then folded on the crease with the Bone Folder
- Whisper White: 3-1/2” x 4-3/4”, 5/8” x 4”
- Blueberry Bushel: 3-3/4” x 5”, ½” x 4”
- Pineapple Punch: 4” x 5-1/4”, ½” x 4”
- Blueberry Bushel and Pineapple Punch ribbons: two 7” strands of each color
- Baker’s Twine: 8”
handle, and key ring with the Pineapple Punch Dark Stampin’ Blends marker. Take care to color inside the Blueberry Bushel so as to not smear it.

2. Adhere stamped background to Pineapple Punch layer with SNAIL Adhesive. Repeat to adhere that piece to card base.

3. Stamp sentiment from Outdoor Barbecue onto Pineapple Punch strip so it’s aligned slightly right of center, leaving room for ribbon placement. Attach to Whisper White layer then Blueberry Bushel layer with SNAIL Adhesive.


5. Using two Stampin’ Dimensionals, adhere sentiment to card front. With one Mini Glue Dot attach ribbon to left of sentiment. Add one Blueberry Bushel rhinestone to right of sentiment.